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Abstract. 
 

The accuracy and performance of machine learning and statistical models are still based on tuning some parameters 
and optimization for generating better predictive models of learning is based on training data. Larger datasets and 
samples are also problematic, due to increase in computational times, complexity and bad generalization due to man-
ually tuning of parameters. Using the motivation from extreme learning machine (ELM), we proposed annular ELM 
based on RANSAC Multi Response Regression to prune the large number of hidden nodes to acquire better optimali-
ty, generalization and classification accuracy of the network in ELM. Experimental results on different benchmark 
datasets showed that proposed algorithm optimally prunes the hidden nodes, better generalization and higher testing 
accuracy compared to other algorithms, including SVM, OP-ELM for binary and multi-class classification and re-
gression problems.   

1 Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 

Fortunately, due to exponential expansion in the technology, the improvement in machine learning and optimizing the 
parameters of statistical models improved by availability of large datasets and abundance of information of a studied 
phenomenon with maximum number of variables and samples. But, on the other hand, increase in number of variables 
with respect to samples in large dataset increases the redundancy and create ill posed problems. Currently, most of the 
machines learning models are based on deterministic learning algorithms rather than non-deterministic approach which 
narrow down its learning applications in real time datasets.   
(Huang, Zhu, & Siew, 2006) proposed a new novel algorithm as Extreme Machine Learning (ELM) for single hidden 
layer feed forward neural network which has less computational time and faster speed even on large datasets. The main 
working core of ELM is random initialization of weights rather than learning through slow process via iteratively gradi-
ent based learning as back-propagation (Abid, Fnaiech, & Najim, 2001). In Extreme machine learning, the number of 
hidden nodes and their weights are randomly assigned, which distinguishes the linear differentiable between the output 
of hidden layer and output layer. The output weights can be determined by linear least square solution of hidden layer 
output through activation function and the data samples targets. For N arbitrary distinct samples (xi, ti), where xi= [xi1 
xi2,..., xin]T

∈ Rn and ti, = [ti1, ti2,...,tim]T ∈ Rm, standard SLFNs with N hidden nodes and activation function g(x) are math-
ematically modeled as 
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The above N equations can be written compactly as 

                                                 ,H Tβ =                                                        (2) 

As named in (Huang et al., 2006), H is called the hidden layer output matrix of the neural network; the ith column of H 
is the ith hidden node output with respect to inputs. (Huang, Wang, & Lan, 2011) presented a comprehensive survey on 
extreme learning machines and it applications. Optimally pruned extreme leaning machine (OP-ELM) algorithm which 
is an extension of original ELM algorithm with pruning of neurons using ranking multi-response sparse regression 
(MRSR) method to design optimal neural architecture removing irrelevant variables was proposed by (Yoan et al., 
2010). (Martínez-Martínez et al., 2011) proposed a new strategy to prune the ELM networks using regularized regres-
sion methods to acquire optimal tuned parameters. The algorithm can acquire optimal tuned parameters by identifying 
the degree of relevance of the weights that connects the k-th hidden element with the output layer using lasso and ridge 
regression. Regularized version of least squares regression with several penalties on coefficient vector are used to re-
move the irrelevant or low relevance hidden nodes to achieve compact neural networks.(Singh & Chetty, 2012) pro-
posed LDA-ELM for classification of brain abnormalities in magnetic resonance images using pattern recognition and 
machine learning. (Lavneet Singh, 2012) proposed a Novel Approach for protein Structure prediction Using Pattern 
Recognition and Extreme Machine Learning. 
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To overcome the drawbacks of regularization or penalty method, using sparse model and removing reductant variables 
for better generalization an prediction accuracy, we proposed RANSAC multi model response regularization which 
implements a L1 penalty or the output weights by performing RANSAC multi model response regression between the 
hidden and output layer. 

2 Regularized Extreme Learning Machine 

To resolve these limitations of ELM, constructive and heuristic approaches have proposed in the literature. In most 
recent years, regularization or penalty approach seems to be significant in resolving the ELM limitations. As in extreme 
machine learning, there is linear behavior between hidden layer and output layer, thus as a problem of linear regression, 
regularization helps to reduce the number of predictors in hidden layer by using sparse model.  
The RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) algorithm was proposed by (Fischler & Bolles, 1981) to estimate the pa-
rameters of a certain model from a set of data with large number of outliners. RANSAC take out the outliners from a 
data if it doesn’t fit with a set of parameters within the error threshold with respect to maximum deviation. RANSAC 
can handle outlier’s greater than 50% of the entire dataset known as breakdown point. 
RANSAC first hypothesize minimum sample sets MSSs) randomly selected from the input dataset and the parameters 
of the model are estimated using MSS. To test the estimated parameters of the model using MSS, RANSAC checks 
which element of the entire dataset are consisted with the defined model known as consensus set (CS). RANSAC rank 
the consensus with a set of iterations with respect to estimated probability at certain threshold. RANSAC is extensively 
used in computer vision, motion detection and features matching of images and is optimized using different parameters 
(Raguram, Frahm, & Pollefeys, 2008),(Nistér, 2005),(Chum, Matas, & Kittler, 2003). 

2.1 RANSAC Multi Model Response Regularization 

To implement the RANSAC on regression problems, we proposed a RANSAC multi model response regularization 
which implements the sequential RANSAC on multiple models. To take out the outliners from data, which in our case, 
are the irrelevant hidden nodes as predictor variables, and H is the hidden matrix as input from equation. In our case, the 
output weights follow a linear regression between hidden and output layer defined as  
Y= Output weights*H + ϵ 

Where 
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Dxwj = {x11, x12…….xwj} be the sets of data H with wth observations in rows and jth as hidden nodes predictors in col-
umns of D matrix. For regression problems, sequential RANSAC implements on the set of all inliners, D1 that are gen-
erated by W different models where Wm = rand(DM) . The numbers of models are randomly generated using 20 % of the 
input data. 
To estimate the parameters of Wm models, each one is represented by k dimensional parameter vector θw at each itera-
tion iter. CS is estimated using MSS of each W model. The iteration run M times which is calculated before after re-
moving the inliners from data D. the total number of inliners at iteration iter is less than total number of inliners at itera-
tion iter-1. The whole formulation of multiple RANSAC response is defined as  
The set of all inliners D is generated by W different models has cardinality CS as  

,1 ,2 ,( ........... )I I I I WN N N N= + +                (5) 

Let ( )w wM θ  defines the manifold of dimension kw of all points with respect to parameter kw
w Rθ ∈  for the specified 

model for 1 w W≤ ≤ with a subset Sw from D of kw elements at iteration i called minimal sample set (MSS). To esti-
mate the parameters of W models, each one represented parameter vector θw. At each i iterations, MSS for each W 
model is defined and CS is estimated removing all outliners.  
To combine and fuse the estimated CS computed from i(W) iterations, the whole RANSAC multi model response algo-
rithm can be summarize as follows 
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Algorithm 
Sw

(i)= S(i) (θw) be the CS of wth model at ith iteration. 
The all combined updated CS of S (i) (θw) is updated as 
M(iter) = 100; i = 0 
For i ≤Miter(maximum number of iterations)  
Do i= i + 1 
{Sw

(i-1)},{Sw
(i)} 

While 1 w W≤ ≤   
( ) ( 1)

( )
i iiS S Sθ θ θ

−

= ∪  
W=w+1 
Return {Sw

(i)} 
To reduce the number of hidden units with respect to ranked CS estimated using RANSAC multi-response algorithm is 
calculated as 

 Hidden Layer Output (H1) = S (i) θ * H (6) 

which reduces the hidden matrix as hidden layer output H1 into zero and nonzero coefficients of ranked elements with 
respect to estimated CS. Nonzero coefficients are extracted from sparse matrix which reduces the no of hidden units to 
which are ranked less giving the hidden units coefficients highly correlated. Thus 

 Output weights = T T-1
1 1 1(H H ) H T  (7) 

2.2 RANSAC Multi Model Response Regularization for binary and multiclass problems 

The proposed RANSAC multi model response regularization for binary and multiclass problems for ELM is imple-
mented using one against all (OAA) method. As in OAA method, j binary classifiers will be constructed in which all the 
training examples will be used a teach time of training. The training data having the original class label jn = (1………n) 
have each jn elements of positive one class and the remaining training data will be of zero class, creating jn models im-
plementing proposed RANSAC multi model response regularization on (jn) binary classes. Finally, CS defined as 
( )iS θ  of j(n) classes is computed  as 
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For this, consider the ELM for multi-class classification problem, formulated as k binary ELM classification problem 
with the following form: 
Hw1=y1…Hwj =yj; 
Where for each j, wj is the output weights from the hidden layer to the output layer with output vector 

1( ,...... )tj j mj my y y R= ∈  . Thus the output of the hidden layer as H hidden matrix defines with respect to multiclass 

binary classifiers as 
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where H is the hidden layer output matrix and Y is the j binary classes with mth observations of training data and n bina-
ry classes as columns vectors. Thus, we get Hj hidden matrix where each Hj belong to each binary class and RANSAC 
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multi response regularization is implemented to acquire CS for each binary class as ( )i
jS θ . It can be concluded that 

RANSAC multi response regularization for binary and multiclass problems work in similar fashion as OAA-ELM with 
j binary classes with a difference of jth label with positive class and rest other classes with -1 class. 

3 Experimental Results 

To justify the proposed algorithm, the performance of proposed algorithm will be investigated by comparing it with 
original ELM, SVM and other machine learning methods using public available benchmarks datasets of regression, 
binary and multiclass classification. All experiments were conducted in MATLAB R2010 platform running on windows 
7-64 bit operating system with 3.0 GHz Intel® core 2 i5 processor having 8 GB of RAM. LIBSVM is used for the im-
plementation of SVM in matlab and weka platform. OP-ELM toolbox is used for implementation of OP-ELM(Miche, 
Sorjamaa, & Lendasse, 2008). RANSAC toolbox is used for implementation and making proposed changes in sequen-
tial RANSAC(Zuliani, 2008). In our experiments, several benchmark datasets were chosen. The data sets were collected 
from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository (Blake & Merz, 1998) and they all been 
processed using 10 different random permutations are taken with- out replacement; for each permutation, two thirds are 
taken for the training set, and the remaining third for the test set by using cross validation function in MATLAB 
(crossvalind). Training sets are then normalized (zero-mean and unit variance) and test sets are also normalized using 
the very same normalization factors than for the corresponding training set.   

3.1 Results 

Table 1. - Experimental results in terms of testing accuracy for binary classification 
 

Datasets Hidden Nodes Testing(sigmoid) Testing(RBF) 

  SVM OP-ELM ELM RANSAC-ELM` SVM OP-ELM ELM RANSAC-ELM 

WDBC 200 95.77 90.85 95.39 95.81 97.18 90.14 83.20 93.20 
Wincosin_Breast_cancer 200 94.82 89.66 96.53 96.97 96.55 97.13 90.74 95.78 

Cleveland 200 76.00 78.67 90.40 83.31 76.00 78.61 90.55 81.25 
Australian credit 200 83.72 84.88 81.40 86.03 83.72 86.63 73.84 84.72 

Ionosphere 200 78.16 79.31 79.45 88.92 89.65 95.40 78.41 92.90 
Diabetes 200 69.79 77.60 71.26 76.21 75.00 79.69 69.20 77.30 

Liver Disorders 200 58.13 54.65 57.81 65.88 74.41 68.60 57.47 67.30 

Table 2. - Experimental results in terms of testing accuracy for multiclass classification 

Datasets Hidden 
Nodes 

Testing(sigmoid) Testing(RBF) 

  SVM ELM RANSAC-ELM` SVM ELM RANSAC-ELM 
Iris 200 91.89 78.32 83.89 97.29 85.24 89.46 

Wine 200 93.18 92.77 95.45 97.72 84.85 94.36 
Glass 500 39.62 41.85 51.81 41.50 50.60 48.79 

Auto Vehicle 500 43.60 67.39 79.68 56.39 58.23 79.94 
Page Blocks 500 91.30 94.85 92.96 92.17 89.47 91.43 

Segmentation 500 83.88 94.55 95.33 87.17 94.67 94.75 
Satellite 500 83.64 89.60 88.66 83.70 90.25 88.20 

Table  3. - Experimental results in terms of number of hidden nodes pruned by proposed method using sigmoid and radial 
basis functions for binary and multi-class classification 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dataset ELM Hidden Nodes RANSAC-ELM hidden 
nodes(sig) 

RANSAC-ELM 
hidden nodes(RBF) 

WDBC 200 40 48 
Wincosin_Breast_cancer 200 34 30 

Cleveland 200 52 53 
Australian Credit 200 33 36 

Ionosphere 200 90 92 
diabetes 200 29 30 

Liver Disorders 200 61 70 
Iris 200 94 71 

Wine 200 60 58 
Glass 200 65 123 

Auto Vehicle 500 90 118 
Page Blocks 500 97 230 

Image Segmentation 500 232 245 
Satellite 500 250 252 
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Table 1 depicts the comparative analysis of proposed RANSAC multi model response regularized ELM with support 
Vector Machine (SVM) and other ELM variants. For each dataset, training data is trained with higher number of hidden 
nodes so as to prune the network with optimal hidden nodes with better classification accuracy. For binary classifica-
tion, it can be seen from table 1 using sigmoid function; most of the binary datasets shows the higher testing accuracy 
compared to SVM, ELM and OP-ELM. Using the RBF function, the proposed model didn’t showed better testing accu-
racy results compared to other algorithms. But in both activation function, RANSAC multi model response regularized 
ELM prune the number of hidden nodes improving the optimality of the ELM network. 
Table 2 depicts the comparative analysis of proposed algorithm with SVM and other variants for multi-class classifica-
tion. As can be seen from table 1, RANSAC multi model response ELM shows the significant higher testing accuracy 
results compared to other algorithms on different datasets. 
Table 3 defines the number of hidden nodes pruned using RANSAC multi model response ELM with optimal higher 
testing accuracy. As can be seen from table 3, for binary and multi-class datasets, the RANSAC multi model response 
ELM significantly prune the number of hidden nodes from higher number of hidden nodes maintaining the higher test-
ing accuracy, faster implementation and better generalization performance. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed an ELM based on RANSAC multi model response regularization to optimally prune the 
hidden nodes in a network and improve better generalization and classification accuracy. Experimental results were 
conducted using comparative analysis of proposed RANSAC multi model response regularization based ELM network 
on different benchmark datasets for binary and multiclass classification.  
It can be concluded that from experimental results that proposed RANSAC multi model response regularized based 
ELM works significantly well in higher classification accuracy with optimally pruned hidden units. The proposed algo-
rithm implements faster compared to other algorithms in the study as it implements the ELM with less pruned hidden 
units without scarifying the higher generalization capability of ELM network. Further work will be conducted by testing 
the proposed algorithm in regression problems and datasets with higher outliers such as bio-medical images, and images 
from videos. 
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